Detection of homologous recombination in closely related strains.
Detection of recombination events in a bacterial genome is both important from the evolutionary point of view, and of practical interest. Indeed, homologous recombination (HR) plays a major role in the exchange of antigenic determinants between strains. There exist statistical methods to detect recently recombined segments in whole-genome sequences that use a high local density of substitutions as a signal of HR events with a source outside considered strains. However, it is difficult to detect the HR events within a set of strains, which represent whole species diversity, due to a low number of substitutions in recombined segments and high level of diversity of strains. Here, we analyzed HR in 20 Escherichia coli (E. coli) strains to define what fraction of segments with a high substitution rate were introduced in a genome by HR. For detection of HR, we used the segmentation, performed by the adaptive weights smoothing (AWS) algorithm. It detects sharp changes in the structure of observed data analyzing only qualitative structural information. We validated the approach on simulated data, applied it to the analysis of E. coli strains, and determined the recombination rates between phylogroups.